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Not everyone on Terra Nova lives in a Polar League, City-State, or Protectorate. Some become Rovers, preying upon those who live and travel in the lawless lands. Some even live as
Mercenaries, shutting themselves away from their homes and living the lives of warriors for hire.
Most Leagueless live in the vast stretch of unforgiving terrain around the equator of the planet
known as the Badlands. Eking a living from farming in a dry, harsh land or simply wandering in
caravans from small town to small town selling necessities, the life of the Leagueless is a harsh
and unforgiving one. Like the Wild West of Earth’s ancient past, the law of the gun is paramount,
and those that don’t have a Lawman handy quickly learn that freedom is just another word for
nothing left to lose.

The Leagueless
The Leagueless Field Guide

LEAGUELESS FIELD GUIDE

Not all Leagueless are wholly lacking resources. The Field Guide below focuses on those that have some modicum of equipment
and support, be they Rovers preying on others, Mercenaries out for money, a town militia fighting for its people or independent
operators attempting to make a living. This list is capable of covering forces of a variety of sizes and compositions. Typically,
Rover bands, town Militias and Mercenary groups are small and poorly-equipped. These tend to fare poorly on the field, but
can be built by constructing a 750 TV or less force using the cheaper vehicle options. The main focus of this list, particularly
in higher TV games, is larger or better-equipped forces like the Desert Wolves, New Human Republic, or NuCoal militias. While
they’re still too weak to stand up to a dedicated assault by a polar army, they’re large enough to field respectable forces and can
stand against smaller divisions of real armies.
The Leagueless are aimed at serious players who want a bit more variety in Model choices and challenge in modeling a force
made up of many odd or interesting Models from all factions. Because this list was designed to emulate the flavor and feel
of the organization, tournament organizers should feel free to restrict its use if they feel it unbalances their tournament. The
Leagueless may never be PL 3 or 4.

individual styles
Badlands military Commanders, be they Rover Leaders, Mercenaries, or simply a wellequipped protectorate, often have their own style of leadership. Their army’s morale
situation will vary between forces or even within the same force based on the leader’s
methods. Roll 1d6 during the setup phase and consult the chart below for which Morale
rules (if any) the force you are playing will use for the game:
1-2: No special rules.
3-4: Use rallying Cry from the Northern Guard list in Hammers of Faith.
5-6: Use Variable Morale from the MILICIA list in Swords of Pride.

independent operators
The Leagueless tend to have highly variable Squad and force composition. As such, they
still follow the basic rules for Veteran Upgrades, but their vehicle and Group selection
is done differently than other Groups. Your Command Group may be of any type and
counts as Core. Otherwise, Army Selection is done normally for the your Priority Level,
but at least half your army must be Core Groups. Each Group will list the types of Models
you may place in it. Model types are found at the end of this army list. Upgrade options
may be attached to Models or Combat Groups.

mercenaries
Independent operators often sell themselves to larger armies in order to raise funds
to keep their machines running and themselves fed. Even the most proud Rover can’t
stand in opposition to polar conformity on an empty stomach. Any Terra Novan Army
except the PRDF and the SRA may take a Mercenary Contingent. This Contingent must
follow standard Rover Army composition, may not be more than one third of the army’s
total TV and at least 50% of the Models in the contingent must be potentially available
to the Army they are allied with. The Contingent and the TN Army each fight as their own
force with separate priority Levels, CP totals and Objectives. The Army Commander
may spend CPs on anyone, including Mercenaries, while the Mercenary Commander
may only spend CPs on Mercenaries. Both the Army and the Mercenaries count as
friendlies to each other when dealing with morale rules.
Independent ESE Armies may use Mercenaries in a different manner. Up to half of the
cadres in an ESE army may be replaced with Mercenary Groups. Standard Groups may
be used in place of GP Cadres, Support Groups in place of Fire Support Cadres, Scout
Groups in place of Recon Cadres and Core Groups consisting only of Infantry and
transports instead of Infantry Platoons. These Groups are not restricted in their use of
Units from other factions and fill the exact same “slots” as the ESE groups they would
replace.
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ill-equipped
Even the best Badlander forces can fall on hard times and run short of funds or parts.
These supply difficulties are frequently reflected in their combat units, which fall into a
state of disrepair, through poor maintenance or the inability to completely repair battle
damage. Any Model in a Badlands force, except for Infantry or a Stripped-Down Hunter/
Jäger may start the game with the first box of damage on their damage track crossed out
for -5 TV per Model. Any Gear may reduce the Accuracy of its Autocannon to -1 for -5 TV
per Model. If this is done, the Autocannon may not be swapped for any other weapon.
This does not modify the Gear’s Attack rating, and the two values are added normally.
Additionally, Leagueless Forces may never be Priority Level 3 or 4 and may never take
Airstrikes or Heavy Artillery Strikes.

command, veteran, & special units
You must take a Command Group. The Command Group consists of the force leader and his
henchmen. It may be any type of Combat Group, and counts as a Core Choice. After this,
normal army restrictions and the Independent Operators rules apply. The force leader is
the Mercenary/Army Commander, must always be in a vehicle and is generally in the most
expensive Vehicle TV-wise before any upgrades. The Commander must spend +40 TV to
gain +1 to its Att, Def, EW and Ld skills. The Command Group must always be Veteran, but
does not count toward your limit of Veterans. Any other Group may be upgraded to Veteran
status within normal limits.
The Commander may have a Lieutenant. If this is the case, the Lieutenant must be a Combat
Group Leader. The Lieutenant must be upgraded to level 2 Leadership as per the “General
Options and Upgrades for all Groups.” If the Commander or Lieutenant are in a Veteran Squad
and are in Combat Group Leader vehicles, they may be upgraded to Leadership 3 for +10 TV
each. The Commander must receive this upgrade before the Lieutenant.
As the force is centered around the strong leadership of the Rover leader and generally
has limited resources, only the Commander and his Lieutenant may take Field Armor (an
additional Sturdy Box) for +10 TV if in one of the following vehicles: Hunter, Jäger, Warrior,
Spitting Cobra, Sidewinder, Cheetah, Kodiak, Black Mamba, Iguana, Warrior IV, Jaguar,
Tiger/Sabertooth or Grizzly. Any Vehicle not listed by exact name may not take Field Armor.

General Options & Skills for All Groups
skills
Combat Group Leader has Ld 1
All members have the following:
Attack: 2
Defense: 2
EW: 1
Any non-polar Combat group
may use Polar ORV and ATV
Models.

options
◆◆ Any Gear-mounted MAC may be swapped for a LAC (F, Reloads) for -5 TV.
◆◆ Add a LMG (F, Reloads) to any Gear without a Machine Gun for +5 TV.
◆◆ One Southern Model per Combat Group may swap its Autocannon and LRP for a MFL
(F, no Reloads), IRP/20 (F, RoF2, no Reloads) and the Fire Resistant Perk for +10TV.
◆◆ If the Combat Group Leader is in a Combat Group Leader Vehicle, their Leadership may
be increased to level 2 for +10 TV.
◆◆ Any Model with ECM or ECCM may have their Electronic Warfare Skill increased to
Level 2 for +10 TV.
◆◆ One Model may swap a LAC or MAC for a MBZK (F, no Reloads) for +10 TV. You may not
downgrade a MAC to a LAC before doing this.
◆◆ Add a drone to any Model in the Group for +5 TV per Hunter-Killer or Demolitions and
+10 per Recon. A Maximum of 1/2 the Models in the Group may have a drone.
◆◆ Up to two members per Combat Group may do one or more of the following:
◆◆ Upgrade a Pack Gun to a LAC (F, Reloads) for +5 TV.
◆◆ Upgrade a LAC to a MAC (F, Reloads) for +5 TV.
◆◆ Add HGs (F, Limited Ammo +3) for +5 TV.
◆◆ Swap a Autocannon for a FGC (F, Reloads) for +5 TV. You may not downgrade an
Autocannon before doing this.

veteran options
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◆◆ Increase both the Attack and Defense skills of any member to Level 3 for +10 TV, and
an additional +10 TV per action the Model has beyond the first. Infantry Sections may
be upgraded to level 3 Infantry skill for +10 TV per Squad.
◆◆ Any Model with ECM or ECCM may have their EW increased by a further +1 (to 3) for +5
TV per Model, plus an additional 5 TV for every action the Model has beyond the first.

The Leagueless COMBAT GROUPS
threat value: varies
overview

The standard group represents the most common and well-rounded fighting group typically
fielded in a Leagueless force. They are most like a General Purpose Squad from a proper
army, but their flexibility, as always, can prove to be an asset or liability.

Standard Group
basic units + skills

A Standard Group consists of
4-6 members.

core

3+ must be Trooper
0-2 may be Scout or Support
0-1 may be Elite
While a Heavy counts as 2 support choices, a Standard Group
may only ever choose a Badger
from the Heavy list.

threat value: varies
overview

Scout Groups are teams organized to do patrols, reconnaissance or light duty combat.
Typically, Scout Groups will be much less effective at their role than polar equivalents, as
proper scout vehicles cost a fair amount to purchase and maintain.

threat value: varies
overview

The term Support Group is used to designate any group where a larger number of heavy
vehicles is used. Not quite a proper tank or strider squad, these mishmashes prove surprisingly effective considering the general lack of heavy firepower such as main battle tanks.

Scout Group

AUXILIARY

basic units + skills

A Scout Group consists of 4-6
Models.
3+ must be Scout models
0-2 may be Trooper
0-1 may be Elite or Support.

Support Group

specialist

basic units + skills

A Support Group consists of 4-6
Models.
2+ must be Support
0-4 may be Trooper
0-1 may be Elite or Scout
Remember that a Heavy counts
as 2 Support Choices.
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Model Types
The following lists explain the costs and options related directly to these options. Any noted as such may only be taken in
Veteran Squads. Each entry will note in what Force the Datacard for that Model came from: N for North, S for South and P for
Paxton. Vehicles designated as Combat Group Leaders may only be taken by Combat Group Leaders.

trooper
Trooper Models are the backbone of any Rover force. They consist of utilitarian or cheap
vehicles that are generally easy to maintain.
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆

Rattlesnake, 30TV. (S)
Stripped-Down Jäger, 25 TV. May not take “Ill-Equipped” options. (S)
Stripped-Down Hunter, 25 TV. May not take “Ill-Equipped” options. (N)
Mad Dog R, 40 TV. (N)
Hunter, 40 TV. (N)
Headhunter, 45 TV. Combat Group Leader Vehicle. (N)
Jäger, 40 TV. (S)
Command Jäger, 45 TV. Combat Group Leader Vehicle. (S)
Warrior, 45 TV. (P)
Chieftain, 50 TV. Combat Group Leader Vehicle. (P)
Desert Viper, 55 TV. May swap HGL for a SC (F, limited ammo 6) for 0 TV. (S)
Sidewinder, 45 TV. Combat Group Leader Vehicle. (S) Veteran Only.
Tiger, 60 TV. (N)
Sabertooth, 65 TV. Combat Group Leader Vehicle. (N) Veteran Only.
Infantry Section, 30 TV; Each Section consists of 2 squads with 3 bases each, each
considered to have the infantry Perk, Level 2 Infantry skill, Armor 8 and armed with
Assault Rifles. The Section may be granted Medium Armor (+1 Armor) at +5 TV or
Heavy Armor (+2 armor) at +10 TV. Any Squad may carry one type of heavy weapon
(all have Stabilizer) at the costs listed : Light Machine Gun +5 TV, Chaingun +5 TV,
Anti-Gear Rifle +5 TV, Grenade Rifle +10 TV, Rocket Launcher +10 TV, Light Mortar
+15 TV, Target Designator (2) +10 TV. Note that while a Section counts as a single
choice when building an Army, each Infantry Squad counts separately for upgrades.
Any Squad may be given ATVs, ORVs or Riding beasts as per Northern Infantry
Squads on page 82.

scout
◆◆ Basilisk, 30 TV; In a Veteran Group, one Basilisk may be upgraded to a Silverscale for
+15 TV. (S)
◆◆ Pit Bull, 30TV. (P)
◆◆ Ferret, 35 TV. (N)
◆◆ Anolis R, 40 TV. (S)
◆◆ Bobcat, 50 TV. (N)

support
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◆◆ Black Adder, 55 TV; Any Black Adder may swap its SC for a LAC (F, reloads), add an
additional MRP/36 (F, RoF 4, no Reloads) and Link both MRPs for +5 TV. Combat
Group Leader Vehicle. (S)
◆◆ Caiman, 20 TV. In a Veteran Group, may swap MAC and LMG for a HRP/48 (T, RoF 4,
no reloads) for +10 TV. (S)
◆◆ Razorback, 50 TV; May be upgraded to a Peacemaker Razorback for +5 TV. (N)
◆◆ Bear, 60 TV; May be swapped for a Mauler Bear for +20 TV. If it is Veteran and the
Combat Group Leader, the Bear may be upgraded to a Den Mother (Combat Group
Leader Vehicle) for +15 TV. (N)
◆◆ Python, 70 TV. (S)
◆◆ Badlands Python, 70 TV. (P)
◆◆ Crusader IV, 75 TV. Veteran Only. (P)
◆◆ Field Gun, 35 TV. (N or S)
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heavy
Heavy Models count as two Support Choices when Building a Squad.
◆◆ Badger APC, 25 TV; In a Veteran Group Badger may be upgraded to a Cavalry Badger for
+55 TV, or if the Combat Group Leader, may be upgraded to a Command Badger for +5
TV. Any Badger may link their LAC or MRPs for +5 TV (Command Badger is a Combat
Group Leader Vehicle). (N)
◆◆ Hun, 90 TV; Veteran Only. May swap all weapons for a VLRP/128 (T, RoF 6, Reloads,
Sniper System) for -40 TV. (S)
◆◆ Bandit Hunter Klemm, 80 TV (N)
◆◆ Tyburr, 85 TV. (N)
◆◆ Mammoth, 150 TV; In a Veteran Group, may swap its top MAC for a HAC (F, no Reloads)
for +5 TV. May swap the ATM launcher for a second SC (F, no Reloads) for -45 TV. May
swap any SC for a FGC (F, no Reloads) and a MAC (F, AA, no Reloads) for -5 TV. (N)

elite
Elite Models are Vehicles Polar armies currently use and generally dislike others having. As
such, they are less common in Rover forces and generally given only to prestigious pilots or
to fill a specific role.
◆◆ Ferret Mk II, 40 TV. (N)
◆◆ Wild Ferret, 30 TV. (N)
◆◆ Jaguar, 60 TV; Any Veteran Jaguar may swap their LRP for 2x MRP/36s (FF, RoF 4, No
reloads) for +25 TV. Combat Group Leader Vehicle. (N)
◆◆ Iguana, 60 TV; Swap any Iguanas TD, ECM and LRP/24 for a LRP/32 (F, RoF 4, no Reloads)
for-15TV. In a Veteran Combat Group, one Iguana may swap its Target Designator and
LRP for an enhanced electronics suite. Upgrade ECM to 3, add ECCM (3) for -10 TV. (S)
◆◆ Warrior IV, 75 TV. (P)
◆◆ Chieftain IV, 80 TV. Combat Group Leader Vehicle. (P)
◆◆ Cheetah, 65 TV; Veteran Only. (N)
◆◆ Black Mamba, 65 TV; Veteran Only. One Black Mamba per Combat Group may swap its
LRP for a VLRP/32 (F, RoF 4, no Reloads) for -5 TV. One Black Mamba per Combat Group
may swap its MAC for a HGL (F, no Reloads) for +15 TV. Combat Group Leader Vehicle.
(S)
◆◆ Spitting Cobra, 80 TV; Veteran Only. Any Spitting Cobra may swap its HAC and LGM for
an MBZK (F, no reloads) for -5 TV, its HRP and LGM for a VLFG (FF, no reloads) for -25
TV, and/or its HAC and MRP for a VHAC (F, reloads) for -10 TV.
◆◆ Grizzly, 85 TV; Veteran Only. Any Grizzly may Link its Rocket pods for +5 TV.

unique
A Unique Model may take the place of any other Model within any Veteran Squad, however
only one Unique Model may be present in your Army and is often the Army Commander.
Unique Models are always Combat Group Leader Vehicles.
◆◆ Kodiak, 105 TV; May swap LPA for a HAC (F, Reloads) for -5 TV, a HBZK (F, no Reloads)
for +10 TV, or a VHAC (F, Reloads) for +5 TV. May swap AGM for a VLFG (F, no Reloads)
for -10 TV, or a MFM (F, no Reloads) for +0 TV. (N)
◆◆ King Cobra, 110 TV; May swap LPA for a HAC (F, Reloads) for -5 TV, a SC (F, no Reloads)
for +5 TV, or a VHAC (F, Reloads) for +5 TV. May swap LGM for HPZF (F, Limited Ammo
3) for -5 TV. (S)
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